Bravura Lockset Quick-Install
Concealed Screw C. S. Instructions

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR
INSTALLATION
ON
NEW WOOD DOORS

1) Use template on the bottom of the back page to drill the mounting holes.

2a) Insert latch mechanism into door.
If using a privacy latch, make certain
the threaded button is facing the side of
the door from which you wish to lock
the door (inside/non-public). Drill pilot
holes for the latchbolt mechanism
screws.

2b) Use either the square or ¼” radius latch-face (provided), depending
on the mortise in your door. Attach latch-face with provided wood screws.
(Note: before the latch-face is installed, the latch bolt can be pulled-out
and rotated so that its beveled side is facing the jamb stop.)

3) Insert the spindle into the
latch mechanism while depressing
the button. The spindle is
properly installed when the button
pops-up on the opposite side of the
latch, and the spindle is locked
into place.
(over)

 Cut out the template and fold it
along the dotted line. Place the
folded template against the edge of
the door so that the mark (#2) is
approximately 38” above the floor.
Mark the center of the door edge
using the correct location for your
door thickness. (NOTE: deadbolt
should be 5.5” above door lock.)
 Still holding the template in
place, mark the center of the door
face hold (#3). This mark must
measure exactly 2-3/8” or 2-3/4”
from the edge of the door. (NOTE:
many exterior doors are 2-3/4”
backset, match other doors on
project.)
 Drill a 2-1/8” diameter hole
through the door face centered on
the mark. Drill halfway through the
door from each side to prevent
splitting.
 Drill a 1” diameter hole in the
center of the door edge as marked.
 Install lock set by following the
Bravura Quick-Install Instructions.
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4) Insert the C.S. lock-half hub that has two, beveled holes
into the inside/non-public side of the door. Make certain the
two latch-supports bracket the latch for support.

5) Insert the remaining lock-half into the public (outside)
side of the door. Note that the two threaded mounts on this
lock-half insert into the larger tubes on the other lock-half.

6) Mounting screws are included for 1 3/8” thick and 1
3/4” thick doors. For 1 3/8” doors insert the two, shorter
screws into the beveled holes of the non-public C.S.lock-half.
During final tightening of these screws, support levers to hold
them level. NOTE: Due to some Lever designs, tightening of
the mounting screws may
Require using a 90 degree/L shaped screw driver.
7) Install the C.S. escutcheon by sliding it over the
hub and o-ring. Tighten the set screw with the
Allen wrench provided.
8) Install privacy button on privacy locks.

